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Achieving decarbonisation of the Canadian
economy wil l  require a profound
transformation of Canada’s complex energy
systems. While al l  parts of energy production,
transportation and use are inter-connected
and driven by socio-economic factors,  with
deep ramifications into Canada’s economy, it  is
already clear that extended electrif ication of
the economy wil l  be at the core of this
transformation¹ .
 
Canada lacks an independent
institution/research coalit ion that can
consistently advise stakeholders on addressing
its unique challenges as it  strives to achieve
deep decarbonisation and extended
electrif ication of its economy. Even though
there is  considerable expertise across Canada
to examine isolated problems within this space,
no regular mechanism exists,  contrary to what
is found in most OECD countries,  that can
bring that expertise together to address these
issues in a holistic manner useful  for policy
makers and stakeholders.   
 
There is  no doubt that electrif ication of the
economy represents a new territory.  Robust
evidence to inform policy design and decision-
making is therefore needed to guide this
transition in a way to ensure Canada’s
economic growth and international  positioning.
Establishing modell ing/analytical  capacity wil l
strengthen our abil ity to take advantage of
opportunities and mitigate risks in this
transition for the whole of Canada,  as noted in
the Generation Energy report² .

Natural  Resources Canada is working to
establish a national  electricity/energy
systems modell ing network that reflects
the diverse needs and realit ies of the
country and can inform electricity
stakeholders on paths forward on
electrif ication or other pressing energy-
system inquiries.  This network wil l  focus
primari ly on the electricity system while
recognizing its interactions with other
sources of energy and the key role it  can
play for energy eff iciency at a systemic
level .    The network should inform federal
and provincial  policy makers on the
transition to a Clean Electric Future.  The
modell ing network should use a common
set of tools that is  accessible to al l
electricity stakeholders.
 
While the init ial  focus would be on
electrif ication and electricity usage as a
service,  there is  a longer-term
opportunity for this network to play a key
role in broader modell ing efforts related
to Canada’s energy systems as a whole.
The network could inform the work of the
Canadian Centre for Energy Information
announced in Budget 2019,  which wil l
improve the quality and avai labi l ity of
data needed by the modell ing
community.    The proposed network would
also complement the work of ECCC’s
Expert Engagement Initiative on Clean
Growth and Climate Change.

Challenge

Long-term aspiration
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Bringing the Tools to Support Canada's Energy Transition
Energy Modelling Initiative



An effective national  electricity/energy system modell ing network that reflects the diverse needs of the
country and can inform electricity stakeholders on paths forward on electrif ication needs continued
engagement with policy makers in provincial  and federal  governments,  system planners in Canadian uti l it ies
and civi l  society organizations.
 
Dialogue organizers wish to extend you an invitation to participate in this init iative and associated
activit ies.  This participation wil l  take many forms and they wil l  get back to you about the possibi l it ies.  In the
meanwhile,  for more information please contact directly the organizers by email  at  info@emi-ime.ca or by
visit ing www.emi-ime.ca.  They are looking to engage with as many interested parties as possible.

As a f irst  step,  Natural  Resources Canada is
catalysing a network of researchers working
on electrif ication and energy issues to
respond to the challenges of a clean electric
future in a more robust,  coordinated manner.
Natural  Resources Canada has partnered with
an academic institution to convene a
dialogue  with Canada’s electricity system
modell ing community from July 2019 to
March 2020. The intent of the dialogue is to
provide the ideas that can serve as a
foundation for the establishment of a
sustained network  of  Canadian electricity
system and electrif ication modellers and a
platform  to share tools and results.

Near-term opportunity

Electricity modellers want to collaborate with policy makers and utilities

Timeline
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